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and B. N. Misra2)

Postgraduate Department of Physics, Sambalpur University, Orissa, India3)

(5. VII. 71)

Abstract. The relation between time-delay and the phase-shift operator is derived in the
context of the time-dependent scattering theory for simple (single channel) scattering systems.

The sufficient conditions on the interaction under which this relation can be established in a
mathematical correct manner are formulated and the precise sense in which this relation can be

interpreted is discussed.
The results obtained here generalize and unify various partial results previously published

on this subject.

1. Introduction

We shall reconsider in this paper the relation between the time-delay during a

scattering process and the rate of change of the phase shift with the energy.
This relation has been obtained by more or less heuristic reasoning a long time

ago. We are of the opinion that the physical and mathematical significance of this
relation merits a more detailed, more general and more rigorous derivation.

Physically speaking the relation is a quantitative expression of the plausible fact
that a particle which spends a long time in the neighborhood of a scattering center
suffers a stronger scattering than one which passes through the region of the scatterer
in a very short time.

This relationship is exhibited very clearly in resonance scattering processes in
nuclear physics, for instance. It is known that in the neighborhood of a resonance the
scattering passes through a maximum which can be very accurately described by a

Breit-Wigner type formula. The effective width of this formular is roughly the inverse
of the lifetime of the resonant state.

J) Research supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
2) Research partly supported by US National Science Foundations, Grant. No. GP 22713.
3) Now at University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado USA.
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There is no essential distinction between a resonant state with a practically un-
measurable delay-time and the formation of a metastable state. It is therefore
desirable to develope a formalism which permits a unified description af all degrees of
resonance scattering and which is applicable for the entire range of values for the
lifetime of an unstable particle.

Considered from a different point of view the relationship which we shall establish
is a precise mathematical derivation of what is sometimes loosely expressed as the
uncertainty relation between time and energy in the context of a scattering process.

If A T is the time-delay and AE r the width of the energy of a resonance, then
this uncertainty relation says that AT AE ~ 1 (in units h c 1). The derivations
of such an uncertainty relation are notoriously unsatisfactory and it is one of the side
results of this paper to clarify this point.

The time-delay during a scattering process is a quantity which is in principle
measurable, although there are very few experimental situations where such a measurement

is feasible. But if the measurement is feasible then it may be considered a
complementary piece of information over and above the differential scattering cross-
section.

It is known that a knowledge of the differential cross-section even in its energy
dependence does not suffice for the determination of the scattering amplitude and the
phase-shifts. A supplementary and independent physical datum, like the time-delay
may therefore be quite useful for the reconstruction of the scattering amplitude from
the scattering data. If one considers an individual spherical wave in a spherically
symmetrical scattering problem the time-delay can be shown to be proportional to
the derivative of the phase-shift with respect to the energy, so that a measurement of
the time-delay would constitute a measurement of the rate of change of the phase-
shift with energy.

This relation between the variation of the phase-shift and the time-delay seems
to have been noted first by Eisenbud in an unpublished thesis. Many books on scattering

theory give a simple 'derivation' of this relationship with a reasoning somewhat
as follows :

Let the amplitude of an incoming spherical wave (multiplied with the distance
from the scattering center) be described by a radial wave packet of the form

co

f k2
cp(k) g-«"(*»• + «*> dk with co (in units h c 1)

J 2m
o

and cp(k) be a continuous and square integrable function peaked around a value ko.
This wave packet moves in the radial direction in #-space with a velocity which can
be calculated approximately as follows:

The integral will be appreciably different from zero, only if the phase of the
exponential function is stationary near the value k k0. This means

r. d dco
0~-—(kr+cot) r + t-—\dk k k„ dk \k K

This shows that for t < 0 the wave packet moves towards the center of scattering
with a velocity vo — (dcojdk) \k k.
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The scattered radial wave will appear for > 0 and it has the form

/ tp(k) e2iö + ,h'-imt dk

where <5 is the phase-shift for that particular spherical wave.
With the same argument as before we obtain the values of r and t for which this

integral is appreciably different from zero from the formula

n
da

0~r-vot +2—rdk

or

r vn(t — At)

where

„ dà
At 2—-

dco
I ¦- --v

is the time-delay.
While this 'derivation' may suffice for a physical visualization of the time-delay

formula, it can of course not be considered as sufficient for establishing it.
The actual relationship between time-delay and scattering amplitude requires

first of all a mathematically more precise definition of time-delay. It is then found that
this relation is of much more general validity than the special case considered here.
The actual proof of this relationship requires considerable mathematical work some
of which is of intrinsic interest of its own as pure mathematics.

A general derivation of this relation was attempted by Goldberger and Watson
in their book on scattering theory [1]. Their formal treatment gives some valuable
clues for a general approach to the proof but it does not constitute a proof of their
theorem.

A mathematically correct proof of the theorem was attempted by Jauch and
Marchand [2]. Their result was not entirely satisfactor}' either since in the course of
the proof some hypothesis are needed of a mathematical character which have no
good physical justification and which are actually stronger than necessary.

We therefore reexamine this problem once again and develope here an entirely
different mathematically more powerful technique for obtaining the desired result.
We shall restrict ourselves here to the simple (one channel) scattering system, although
the theorem has been generalized to the multichannel case [3].

Many of the mathematical results that we shall obtain here are known in one way
or another either by formal non-rigorous methods or rigorously but sometimes in a
different context. In the latter category, we mention in particular the remarkable
work by Krein and by Birman. Actually by using certain of their results some of our
work has been shortened.

In spite of rather heavy mathematics we try, insofar as possible, to maintain the
physical interpretation. This is especially useful for the motivation of some of the
basic definitions which are needed at the outset.
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Much of the mathematical technique that we shall need is based on the theory of
the resolvent operators corresponding to the two unitary groups Ut and Vt which
describe the 'free' and the 'true' evolution of the system.

One of the major difficulties of a technical nature is caused by the need for
establishing relationships for certain limits of operators, and operators on the energy
shell. This is the physicists term for the component operators which appear in a direct

o

integral representation with respect to the 'free' Hamiltonian ff. While we are not
sure that we have found the best way of handling these difficulties, we believe the
results are correct but may perhaps be established with greater ease by using more
powerful methods than we know.

During all of this work we shall be concerned with operators in a separable
Hilbert space Jt. A simple scattering system is characterized by two self-adjoint

o

operators ff and ff, on a common dense domain D Dh Dh of definition, which
satisfy the (strong) asymptotic condition. The associated unitary groups will be

o

denoted by Ut and Vt. The common resolvent set o(ff) n o(ff) is an open subset of
the complex plane which includes all z with Imz ^ 0. The resolvents will be denoted

o o

by Rz (ff — z ¦ I)-1 and Rz (ff — z • I)-1. An important quantity in the following
o

will be the difference of the resolvants Dz Rz — Rz. In much of this work we shall
assume that Dz is a trace class operator S?i(Jt).

The set Sfx is defined as the set of operators T with the property that
| T | yT* T has a finite trace, so that for any complete orthonormal set of vectors
the sum Tr \ T\ E(cpr, \T\cpr) exists and is finite. It is then independent of the
set of the vectors and its value is the trace norm 11 T | |i Tr\ T\ of the operator T.

Much of the work will be concerned with the passage from the abstract Hilbert
space _sf to a particular representation in the form of a direct integral J© 3tfx dX

consisting of functions A ->¦ y>x e Jfo from A to vectors in a fixed Hilbert space Jfo

and satisfying

/I Wi 11
o dX < oo where

o

denotes the norm in 3f0 and the integral is extended over the spectrum of ff. In all
of the following A will be identified with the positive real axis /?+, which is the case
for a non-relativistic scattering system. In this space every bounded operator T which

o

commutes with ff has also a component representation T {FA} where Tx is an
operator in _sfo- All these component representations are only defined up to sets of
measure zero with respect to Lebesgue measure on A, and so are all of their properties.
For instance the Tx are bounded in _>f0 for almost every A.

Our first task will be the definition of the delay time with respect to a sphere of
radius r whose center coincides with the scattering center. This we shall do in Section

2. We shall then study in the following Section the passage to the limit r -> oo.
And finally in the last Section we shall establish the relation of this expression with
the crossection.
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2. The Time-Delay for a Finite Sphere

A simple scattering system is characterized by two one-parameter continuous
unitary groups Ut, Vt, representing physically the evolution of the states for a free
particle and a particle moving in the force field of a scattering center. These two
groups satisfy the asymptotic condition

s-limVf Ut QT (1)
t-^± oo

We shall write cpt Ut cp, ipt Vt xp and for every fixed unit vector ip we can define
two 'asymptotic states' cpin and cp°ut defined by

_im||%-çf ||=0,
.—>— oo

hm 11^-9^11=0. (2)

The equivalence of (2) with (1) is easily verified by setting

Ü+ cpin ip Q- cpma (3)

One can show that the operators Q± are isometries (ßj Q± I) and for simple
scattering systems they have identical range, so that the operator

S Q± Q+ (A)

is unitary. It satisfies cp0"' S cpin.

Let us now consider a sphere of radius r in R3 and the projection operator Pr in
the Hilbert space L2(R3) defined by

(Prip)(x)=\ (5)
ip(x) for x < r

for

If the normalized element ip(x) e L2(R3) represents the (pure) state of a particle
then we can express the probability of finding the particle inside this sphere by the
formula

(ip, Prip)=i | ip(x) \2 dx (6)

1*1 <r
Suppose now that the system undergoes an evolution, so that the state becomes

a function of time ipt Vt ip. Then this probability will also become time-dependent
and it is given at each instant by

(ft.Pript) (f, Vf PrVtip). (7)

We can then define the mean time spent by the particle in the sphere by
oo

T= f (ipt,Pript)dt. (8)
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It is not obvious that this integral should be finite. For instance it certainly is
not if there exists a point eigenvalue Ao for the generator ff of Vt e~im. If ip is an
eigenfunction corresponding to such an eigenvalue, then ipt e~ix<f ip and therefore
(ipt, Pr ipt) (ip, Pr ip) is independent of t. It is for this reason that such states are
called bound states.

The situation is different if ip is a scattering state, that is if it is a vector in the
common range of Q±. But even in this case it is not known whether the integral (8)
is finite for all such ip. So we shall develope the theory independently of this assumption.

The expression (8) should be compared with a similar expression constructed
with the states cp\n Ut cpin. We call the corresponding expression

oo

Tin ___ J r^t pf fâ dt (9)

— OO

and we define the time-delay for the sphere of radius r the quantity A Tr T — Tin, or
co

AT' J [(V ' Pr V«) - (CPT, Pr fa?)] dt (10)

— OO

We consider this as the diagonal element of a bilinear functional by writing
cp — cpin, ip Q ip (Q — ß+) and obtain in this notation the fundamental quantity

oo

ATr= j (cp, U?[Q* Pr Q - Pr] Ut cp) dt (11)

— CO

In the passage from (10) to (11) we have used the intertwining relation

Vt Ü Q Ut. (12)

The time delay ATr as defined in (11) has the inconvenience that it depends on r.
the radius of the sphere considered in «-space. This radius is an entirely unphysical
parameter and should be eliminated. This means we should study the limit as r -> oo.
This limit is quite delicate and most of the next section is devoted to its study. It is
obvious that we cannot simply put r oo inside the integral, since this would make
the expression vanish. We also found it impossible to prove the existence of the limit
for all cp and in fact there exist counter examples.

In Ref. [2] we have used a stronger kind of limit and proved its existence for a
certain subclass of scattering systems. This subclass was singled out by purely
mathematical considerations and has no physical significance. This was the unsatisfactory
part in that paper.

In this paper we shall proceed therefore differently. It will be shown that (11)

represents a bilinear form on a certain dense linear subset of Jt which is diagonal in
the spectral representation. The diagonal elements are then shown to be represented
by trace class (and hence bounded) operators on the energy shell for almost all

o

Ae_l spff. Furthermore the limit of these operators exists as r -> oo (again
almost everywhere, of course).
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This result cannot be established with the hypothesis of the strong asymptotic
condition alone. The condition that we need is however the weakest known sufficient
condition on the existence of the asymptotic condition and it admits all the physically
interesting cases of short range interactions.

3. The Delay-Time on the Energy Shell

We are ultimately interested in the delay-time for the infinite region. The passage
to the hmit r -> oo poses some technical problems. We prepare in this section the
appropriate handling of these problems by introducing another representation of the
time-delay.

The expression which we have obtained for the time-delay in the state cp was

A Tr (cp, Tr cp)

where formally the 'operator' T~ could be written as

co

f U*[Q* P.Tr U*[Q* PrQ- Pr] Ut dt. '(H)'
— CO

The integral over dt has the consequence that the 'operator' Tr commutes with
o o

ff, that is, in the spectral representation with respect to Ex it should be a diagonal
operator. It is interesting that although Tr is in general not definable as a bona fide
operator, these diagonal operators are so definable and their properties can be established

relatively easily. In particular the limit r -> oo can be carried out for the time-
delay operators on the energy-shell as we shall show in the next section.

In order to obtain the maximum information from the expression '(H)' it is
convenient to study first expressions of the type '(H)' with the bracket replaced by
an operator J1 of trace class. The integrand of '(H)' needs not be (and in general is not)
of trace class, but such an operator is obtainable from (11) by the artifice of multiply-

o

ing '(H)' from the right and from the left with the resolvent operator Rz.
The transition to the energy-shell will be accomplished with the help of two

theorems to be given in this section. In the application we shall identify P with
o o

P R*[Q* Pr Q —Pr]Rz,
0

where z e q(H) n q(H) is any fixed complex number in the common resolvent set of ff
o

and ff.
Let us first of all verify that the operator r is trace class. It is based on two

elementary facts concerning these operators which we mention here for convenience.

(i) PeSfi if and only if P=AB; A,BeSf2 where £2 denotes the Hilbert-
Schmidt operators,

(ii) If A e Sf2, B e _? (bounded operators) then A B e Sf2 and B A e Sf2.

(iii) If A e Sf2 then A*eSC2.
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Let us examine the first term in the expression for r. After the use of the inter-
o

twining relation Q Rz Rz Q it becomes Ü* Rf Pr Rz Q. Because of (i), (ii) and (iii)
o o

we need only verify that Pr Rze Sf2. Since by the resolvent identity Rz RZ(I — VRZ)
o

if Dh DH D (see introduction) and I — V Rz is bounded, it suffices to prove
o

only that Pr Rz e Sf2(sf). This also suffices for the second term.
o

In order to verify this we consider Rz in the «-représentation where it takes the
form of an integral operator :

0 1 ei]/7\x— y\ _(x\Rz\y}=- -. j-; (Im|/*>0).An |x — y|
If %r(x) is the characteristic function of the sphere of radius r then the operator

o

Pr Rz has the kernel

0 1 eiy"I\* — y\
(X \Pr Rz V> %r(x) ¦

4 Tl

Now

//
0

(x\ PrRi\ yy \2d3xd3y

(An)

ei\/z\x—,\ 2

y_r(x) -, j— d3x d3y < oo
I X — y | |

0

This proves that Pr Rz is Hilbert-Schmidt and thus completes the proof that r is

trace-class.
Let us now return to the expression '(H)' and assume that P is trace-class. For

such operators we have the

Theorem 1:
0 0

Let Ut e~iHt be a unitary group with the self-adjoint generator ff and the
absolutely continuous spectrum A, and r an arbitrary trace class operator. Then
there exists a dense set S) <zz jf such that \/ f, g e 3

G[f,g]=[(f,utrutg)dt (13)

exists and defines a sesquilinear functional on 2 X 2 (that is linear with respect to g
and antilinear with respect to /).

If fi, gx e _fo are the components of / respectively g in the direct integral re-
o

presentation with respect to spectral family of ff, then

G[f,g]=J(A,Gxgn)dX, (14)
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where Gx is an essentially unique family of trace-class operators in Jt0 for almost
all A and

/ 7>o Gx dX 2nTrT. (15)

Finally

/l G;.\\oidX<2n\\r\\i. (16)

In these formulae .)0 denotes the scalar product, Tr0 the trace, and || ||oi
the trace norm in Jto.

Formula (15) has a fairly obvious content. Speaking loosely, the integral over t
will introduce with respect to the spectral variables 2 n times the (.-function. If the
trace is identified with the diagonal integral then what is left is a family of operators
on the diagonal defined by G 2 n <A | P | A> and the total trace is the integral of
the traces on the diagonal, that is formula (15).

A correct proof of Theorem 1 requires considerable more work and we shall give
it in Appendix A in order not to break the main line of the argument.

Theorem 1 permits us now to obtain sufficiently strong statements concerning
an operator of type '(H)' where the bracket of the integrand is not of trace class.

In order to do this we introduce a dense set &o which is contained in the set 3 of
theorem 1. This set is defined as

So {f e Jt \ ||/a||o has compact support, and ess.sup || fx ||o < oo} (17)
Ae/l

We shall use the notation somewhat loosely in the sense that we denote with the
same letter &o the subset in the direct integral 'S J"© Jfx dX and in the abstract
space Jt which is isomorphic with it.

For all f, g e3>o we define the sesquilinear form

J (/, Ut Tr Ut g) dt ___ Br[f, g] (18)

and we have the following

Theorem 2 :

If Dh DH and r < oo the integral (18) exists and represents a finite
sesquilinear form on 3>o X &o- There exists an essentially unique (that is up to sets of
measure zero) family of trace class operators Q\ in Jto defined for a. a. Xe A, such
that

(fUfTrUt) idt= hx(fx,Qrxgx)oVf,ge®o. (19)
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The family Q\ has the additional properties

C Trn Or °

J I i ZTji äl V zeo(H)nQ(H),
0 0

r _?? Tr Rz

A

(ii) flf^l
/1

dX<2n\\ 7_*F7-Ä2||i.

Proof of Theorem 2 :

li fe&o then feDH D„ and (ff - z) f fz e3>o <= S> for any fixed

.ej(Ä) no(ff).
Let {/|} be the representation of fz in the direct integral representation, so that

fl=(*-z)Â-
It follows that

OO CO

Br[f, g]= j (/, Uf Tr Ut g)dt j dt(fz, Uf Rf Tr Rz Ut gz)

— OO — CO

satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 1. Let Gx(z) be the essentially unique family of
trace class operators and define

Q\ \X-z\2G\(z).
It follows then that Qx is trace class in Jt0 and that

f.e-jBrlf.gl-t lfl.Qlla.ii.
A

This shows that Q'x is independent of z and this proves the first part of Theorem 2.

Again from Theorem 1, we obtain

o 0 /• (•

2 n Tr Rf Tr Rz dX Tu G'x(z)
\X-z\2

A A

and

/ Tro 0.1 oo°Vxl-dX < 2jt|| RfTrRz\\i (20)
A --:|2

and this proves the remaining statements of Theorem 2.

The operators Qx may be interpreted as the delay-time operators on the energy
shell. The trace of Q\ (which is finite) represents, loosely speaking, the total time
delay for wave packets with energy concentrated in the region A.

The next point to be investigated is the behavior of these operators in the hmit
r -> oo.
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4. The Delay Time for Infinite Space

Let rn (n 1, 2, 3, be an increasing sequence of positive numbers which tend
to infinity as n -> oo. For each such sequence we have an associated sequence of
operators Q\ Q\n defined, almost everywhere in [0, oo], by the two theorems of the
previous section. We want to study the limit of Tr0 Q" xn(X) as n -*¦ oo.

It is not to be expected that this limit should exist for every value XeA. The
physical reason for this is easy to see: It may occur that the operator ff has point
eigenvalues Xt embedded in the continuous part of the spectrum. For X — Xi we
should expect that xn(Xt) -> oo as n -> oo, because, the eigenvalue A,- being a stationary
state would lead to an infinitely long scattering time.

As far as we could determine it is not known whether the condition Dze __?i,

suffices to rule out such eigenvalues.
Besides this assumption we shall make another one, viz. that the projection P

whose range are the stationary states has finite dimensions. This means there are
only a finite number of bound states with finite multiplicity.

If the potential function V is spherically symmetric, then one can for instance,
use Bargmann's bound viz.

oo

m(V) <; 2l + 1 \r\ V(r)\dr,
o

where ni(V) is the number of negative energy bound-states of angular momentum
(not counting multiplicity). Since %i(V) must be an integer or zero, this shows the
finiteness of the number of negative energy bound stages provided the integral on the
right hand side exists.

As for positive energy bound states, we can only say that in most physical potential

scattering problem one does not encounter them.
The foregoing remarks lead one to expect that the convergence of xn(X) for

n -> oo could be expressed as a convergence in the sense of a distribution. With this
we mean the following:

Let 3 he the class of test functions of the variable A and let /(A) e &. Then we

may calculate

/ Xn(X) f(X) dX fn

The convergence of xn(X) may then be expressed as follows: There exists a distribution

x(X) such that

/ lim/M [x(X)f(X)dX.

The distribution will consist of two parts, one which involves (.-functions at the values
A Xi corresponding to the stationary states and another continuous part arising
from the variation of the S-operator with A.
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In order to express this second part we recall the fact that the S-operator is
o o

diagonal in the spectral representation of ff since it commutes with ff. Hence it is
represented by a family Sx of unitary operators on the energyshell.

It is convenient to define the phaseshift operator Ax by setting

Sx e2iA>..

The important quantity in the following is the sum of the derivatives of the phase
shifts which we may conveniently express by djdX Tro Ax. The result to be established
is given in

Theorem 3 :

o

Let Rz — Rz e Sf\(3t) (Trace class operators) for some (and hence for all)
o

z e q(H) n q(H), P be the projection on the subspace belonging to the point spectrum
of ff and let ff and ffo be bounded below.

Assume dimP < oo, then lim7>o Qi exists in the sense of distributions and is
n—> oo

given as follows, denoting the limit distributions as xx,

xx 2 — Tro Ax+Eni èx(Xi) (21)

where Ax is the 'phase shift' operator e SCi(Jt0), (»., A.) are the multiplicity and eigenvalue

respectively of ff in the positive half-line.
0 0

Note that Rz — Rze Sfi for one value of z e g(H) n o(ff) imphes the same
property for all values of z in the regularity domain. This was shown by Kato [5].

We defer the proof of Theorem 3 to Appendix B.
Formula (21) contains the final result of this paper. It establishes the relationship

between the average time-delay represented by the quantity xx on the left hand side
and the phase shift of the scattering operator and the possible bound states appearing
on the right.

This formula generalizes all previous results obtained before for the single channel
case. It is also established under the weakest conditions known to us. Most applications

are for the spherically symmetrical case and non-degenerate angular momentum
states.

Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 1, Section 3

Let S J© Jtx dX represent the direct integral of Hilbert space with respect
o

to the absolutely continuous spectral family of ff. It consists of equivalence classes

of functions fx from A -> Jt0 a fixed Hilbert space (A eA,fx e Jt0). Two such func-
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tions are equivalent if they differ at most on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. They are
square-integrable in the sense

/' Alio«*-- < oo

and we denote this integral as the norm of {fx}.
The set of such functions defines the Hilbert space 'S. There exists then a one-to-

one correspondance between the abstract Hilbert space Jt and the direct integral
space which has in particular the property that if

/<->{/*} then ff/*->{A/A} and Utf++{e-**fx}.

This correspondance is an isomorphism in the sense that it preserves the entire
Hilbert space structure, and in particular the norm:

JllAII-',jdX.
A

We define a dense linear subset 3 c ^ by

® {/e»|ess.sup||/A||0<oo}.
XeA

Vet fe3 and m e 'S then we have

Lemma 1:

(fx, cox)o e L2(A)

Proof: Schwartz' inequality in Jt0 gives

I (A,cox)o\2 < || A Ho || «alio-

Hence

I (fx,cox)o\2dX< || fx HJ |K Ho dX < ess.sup ||/A||rj |

J J XeA J
cox\\ldX

ess.sup || fx\\2 || co ||2.
XeA

Hence

(fx,ojx)0eL2(A).

Since

(f,Utco)= f e-M (fx, cox)o dX

A
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it follows from Parseval's relation and Lemma 1 that

oo

f I (/, Ut co) |2 dt 2 n [ | (fx, mx)o \2 dX (AA)

-oo A

Lemma 2:
For all f, ge3 and TeSfi, the integral

oo

G[f,g]^j(f,UfPUtg)dt
— oo

converges absolutely.

Proof: Since r is trace class there exist two orthonormal families of vectors
ur e Jt, vreJt (r — 1,2, and positive numbers ai > 0.2 > ¦ • • > 0 such that

7" E v-rvr(ur,
r

This is the canonical representation of a compact operator. Since P e Sfi, we have
in addition

£«r \\r\\i<
r

It follows that

00

00 00
/* z» 00

(/, Uf rUtg)dt= dtE °-r(Utf, Vr) (Ur, Ut g)

The sequence of functions

n

fn(t) E' <*-r(Utf, Vr) (Ur, Ut g)
r=l

converges in the L\ (— 00, +00) norm since it is a Cauchy sequence in this norm
and the space of Li-functions is complete. This is due to the fact that

/' /»(0 — /«(0 I ^ (n> m)

00 00

{* n n P

\E*r(Utf, Vr) (Ur, Ut g) \ dt < JJ 0C. | (Utf, «,) (Ur, Ut g) \ dt
J r — m r — m J

-00 -co

for fe@> and any vr> (Utf,vr)ELl(—oo)~T-oo) and for g e @> and any ur>
(ur, Ut g) e L\{— 00, +00).
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By using Schwartz' inequality we obtain

oo
n P

2*ar | {Utf, Vr) {Ur, Utg) | dt
r m J

— CO

CO oo

<£*r I [ | (Utf, Vr) |2 dtV'2 f | (Ur, Ut g) \2 dt)^
— oo — oo

(2 n)2Ear f |(fx, Mo |2 dX)1'' f | (url, gx)0 \2 dxY'2

A A

< (2 .r)2 (ess.sup. ||/, H2)1''2 (ess.sup. || gx ||2)i;2 2> -* 0

for m, n —> oo.
This means

lim/„(.) E°cr(Utf, vr) (ur Ut g,) e L\(— oo, oo)
n—> oo r 1

and this proves Lemma 2 and with it the first part of Theorem 1.

It follows then from known theorems on Lebesgue integration [4] that limits in
the Li-norm and integral can be interchanged, so that

CO I*

-£«r
r=l J

Gif, g] £ «r (Utf, Vr) (Ur, Ut g) dt (A.2)
r= 1 J

— CO

Using Parseval's theorem this becomes, after another interchange of limit and
integral,

/• oo

G[f, g] 2 n \dX E °cr(fx, vrX)o (urX, gx)o (A.3)
J r=l
A

If we define formally for a moment

oo

Gx 2 n E *r vrx(urX, -)o (A.4)
i

then we may write for the above expression

G[f, g]=j dX(fx, Gx gx)o.

A

In order to verify that the formal expression (A4) represents a bounded operator
we calculate

co

|| Gxfx | jo < 2 n E Xr || Vrx 11 o I (urX,fx)o I
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which, by Schwartz's inequality, can be majorized by

OO

2 n E x-r || vrx 11o ||w.a||o ||/a||o.
r l

Since

E Xr || Vrx ||o || UrX\\odX < E ar\ H Vrx\\tdX \ \ \\ Urx\\l dX\

A A A

E Xr < OO

it follows that

oo

2n E Xr || Vrx ||o || «rA ||o
r= 1

is finite almost everywhere and therefore Gx is a bounded operator for almost all A.

This proves (14) of theorem 1.

Let us now estimate the trace norm of Gx in Jto. To this end we use the following

definition of trace norm, viz.

CO

|| Gx ||oi sup E I {cos, Gx Xs)o |

where the supremum is taken over all orthonormal systems of vectors {cos} and {xs}
in Jto.

Then

CO CO

|| GX\\oi 2 7. SUp E I £' Xr(cOs, VrX)o (»rt, #s)o |

s l 1

This double series converges absolutely since

CO CO oo

£xrE\ (w«> Mo Ka, Z«)» I ^ £xr (E \(m°> ^)0 I2)1/2 Œ I (Mr*> Zs)° I2)1/2
r s — 1 r s — 1 s=l

^ocr || frA | j o || urX 11 o < oo for a.a. A,
r

as we have shown before and hence the trace norm is finite for a. a. A.

We show next the Gx are essentially unique in the sense that if G'x is another
family, satisfying

G[f,g]=!dX(fx,G'xgx) Vf,ge3
A

then Gx G'x for a. a. A e A.
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Indeed the above property would mean that for all functions cp(X) such that
{cp(X) gx} e & we have

j" dX(fx, (Gx - G'x) gx) cp(X) 0

This condition is in particular satisfied for all bounded functions, and since they
are a total set in L2(A), this implies

(fx, (Gx - G'x) gx) 0 a.e. in A

As /, g run through 3 the components fx and gx run through the entire space Jfo

and thus

Gx G'x a. e. in A

This proves that the operators Gx are essentially unique.
Finally we verify the inequality (16). We obtain from (A.4) as before

oo

|| Gx ||oi < 2 nE xi || vn \\o || »u ||o
i

Integrating this over A and using Schwartz's inequality, we obtain

|| Ga||oi dX < 2n E xi \ || ViX ||o || mx\\o dX

<2nEoill[\\vlx \%dX\112 [ || mm ||02 dX) l/a

2 nE xi
i i

2n\\r\\i.
This proves inequality (16) and the relation (15) can be similarly verified.

Appendix B

In this appendix, we shall first state without proof two theorems by Krein [6]
and by Krein and Birman [7].

Theorem (Krein):
Let either (A) H H0 + V with V e Sfi(jV), or (B) Rz-Rze Jfi(Jt) for

o

some z e q(H) n q(H), then there exists a measurable function f(A) (— oo < A < oo)
such that

co

T r(Rz -r\) -J gW
dX, (B.l)
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where f (A) has the following properties :

for condition (A) : f(A) e Lx(— 00,00) and

|(A) dX TrVJ

1 0

and i(X) — limlmlndet(l + V Rx+ie) a.e.
n >o+

and for condition (B): |(A) (1 + A2)-1 el'(- 00, 00) and it is determined almost
everywhere up to a constant. f(A) is called the spectral displacement function

0

of ff, ff.

Theorem (Krein and Birman)
0

If the operators ff, ff satisfy either condition (A) or (B), then the scattering
matrix Sx (the 'component' of the scattering operator S in Jtx) is of the form:

Sx /a + Fa (B.2)
0

for almost all A e _l(ff), the spectrum of Ho, where Ix is the identity operator and _f.
0

belongs in ._?i(,?fA). Furthermore, det 5A e-2*»*.* for almost all Ae_l(ff) where

f (A) is the function defined in the previous theorem.

Remark: From the representation

5A /a + Fa with Tx e Sfx(jfx)
0

we can conclude that there exists an operator Axe S?i(Jtx) for a. a. A e A(H) such that
0

Sx e~2iAx for a. a. XeA(H). Furthermore, we can conclude that Tr Ax n f(A)
0

for a. a. XeA(H). A comparison with partial wave analysis in scattering theory
justifies the name 'phase-shift' operator for Ax-

We now prove the following proposition:

Proposition 1 :

Assume that condition (A) of the above theorems is satisfied and let ip e Sf(R1),
0

the class of C°° functions with rapid decrease at oo, then [ip(H) — ip(H)] e Sfi and

00

Tr [ip(H) - ip(H)] j" f (A) ip'(X) dX (B.3)

— CO

The proof proceeds by a series of Lemmata.
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Lemma 1 : Let An e SC(jt), \\ A„\\ < a and An -> A strongly, let B e Sfx(jt) (trace
class), then

lim.Tr An B Tr A B (B.4)
n—> co

Proof: Both An B and A B are trace class since An and A are bounded. Hence

oo

TrAnB -= Eicpi.AnBcp,)
1

is independent of the orthonormal system {cpi}. Vet us choose for cpi the eigenvectors
of B* B so that

oo

2711*p»II <°°
1

then

| (cpi, An B cpi) | < || At cpi || || B cpi || <, a \\ B cpi \\

Hence the series £î= i (cpi, An B cpi) is absolute.}' convergent, uniformly in n and we
can pass to the limit n -> oo term by term :

lim Tr A n B lim E (cpi, AnB cpi)
n —> oo n —> oo / 1

co CO

Elim(<Pl>AnB(Pi) £(cpi,ABcpi) TrAB.
I — 1 M—> CO I 1

This proves Lemma 1.

Corollary: An B -> A B in .2Vnorm topology.

Froo/: Let DM (An — A)* (An — A) e Sf(jt) and || Dn || < c, independent of
and D„ -> 0 strongly. Let F C L) where C, ö e _?2(^).

Applying Lemma 1 to Tr Dn C C*,

|| (An -A)C HI Tr [{(An - _4) C}* (A„ - A) C]

TrC*DnC TrDnCC* ^ 0
n—*¦ co

Hence

|| (-4„-_4)73||i || (An-A)CD\\i
<|| (_4„-_4)C||2 ||£)||2->0.

n—> co

0

Lemma 2 : Let 7?, — Rz e Sfx, then

o

F? - 7?," e Sfi (n 1, 2
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and

CO

rr(JÇ-2Ç) -*JirM_-(tt. (B.5)

0

Proof: That F" — F* e -S?i is trivial to see from the expression

0 0 0 0

Rnz - R» ft»"1 (Rz - Rz) + R»-2 (R2 - Rf) Rz ^

\-R,(R,- RA Rnz-2 + (Rz - Rz) Rnz~l

Since djdz F^~] (n — 1) Rnz exists in the norm-topology we find following Kato's
o

holomorphy argument in page 547 of Ref. [5], that F"_1 — F""1 is holomorphic in
the JSfi-norm and also

d_
{R„.i _ ^-i} {n_1) ig* _ gn}

in _?i-norm sense.
We now proceed by induction. We assume that

o o p t(T\
RT1 - RT1 e Sf, and Tr (F?-1 - R"'1) - (n - 1) ' — dX

o ° r £(A}
F""1 e J_*i and Tr (Rn~l - R"'1) - (n - 1) \

we have

o

(« - 1) Tr (Rnz - Rnz) Fr
0

-— (F*"1 - F*"1)
o

--Fr(Fr1 -FJ-1)iz -

J (A-*)» | J (A-z)"+1
We can differentiate inside the integral because the resulting integral is absolutely

convergent. Therefore

Tr (Rnz - /Ç) - n f ^' — <Ü for all z e o(H) n g(Ä)

This proves Lemma 2.

/ itH\-nLemma 3: Let V„(t) =11 « 1,2,...

o
0 / itH\-nand VAt) =11 «=1,2,...,

o

then FTC(.) -» e'-w strongly and similarly for Vn(t). For the proof of this Lemma, the
n—> OO

reader is referred to Kato [5], page 478-480.
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Lemma 4: Let (jp(.) be the Fourier transform of cp(X) e Sf(RA) and define cpn(H)

— J^°oo V„(t) <jp(.) dt, then cpn(H) is a bounded operator, defined everywhere and

co
weakly r*

cpn(H) -> cp(H) ___ cp(X) dEx
ft.—* oo J

— co

Proof: That the integral is well-defined in Bochner-sense follows from the fact that
Vn(t) is strongly continuous for all t, || V„(t) || ___

1 and çp e y(/?1).
Since

CO oo

111- J

*
<p(t) dt -> eM (p(t) dt cp(X)

and since

\d\\EXu\\^ (i-^-y<p(t) dt < oo

using Fubini's theorem and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we get the
desired result.

Lemma 5: Let cpn he as defined in the previous Lemma and assume condition (A),
o

then cpn(H) — cpn(H) e Sfi(jf) and it converges for n -> oo in trace-norm topology to

[cp(H) - cp(H)\

Proof:

op o

cpn(H) - cpn(H) [Vn(t) ~ Vn(t)] £>(_) dt

Vn(t) - V„(t) =0 for 0

/ in\n(-) {R'' pn \
in I) "--(inlt)/ for < 7t 0 and hence

V„(t) - V„(t) e S?i(Jt) for all t and furthermore,

Vn(t) - Vn(t)\\i for .^0
<

<

R-iin/t) R-(m,t) II1 >

7! Ï. 1 1

7 n
T

n-l n |2
Fl Fill
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This shows that Vn(t) — Vn(t) is continuous in ^fi-norm at 0 and since
o

Jf^ | 11 (p(t) dt < oo, it follows that cpn(H) — cpH(H) e Sfx(jt).
For showing the convergence, we take an auxiliary function ip(X) e S/'(R1) defined

as

Then

ip(H)
H2 + 1

cp(H)

and

o ^ o

ip(H)=-0 cp(H).
ff2 + 1

Let

fn(H) V„(t) <p(t) dt.
ff2 + 1

From Kato [5], page 479, we obtain the following

V„(t) - Vm(t) Vn(t) - Vm(t)

ff2 + 1
ff2 + 1 H t — s

m

x ((i-^AffPVi-^ffV[\ m J \ n 1

\ m J

ff2
ff2 4- 1

ff2

ff2 + 1

That the integrand is actually trace class is trivial to see. Also it is easy to estimate it
in -_?i-norm. It turns out that

{ • } ||i ___
A + B s + C(t - s) ; A, B, C constants > 0

:

so that

{[ipn(H) - ipn(H)] - [ipm(H) - ipm(H)]} ||i

< f [4(1+ !> + (»
J 12 \n m J \ n

B C\\t\3 t B C\ | Is

ml 3 m n j 6
(p(t) | dt
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which shows the .^-convergence of [ipn(H) — ipn(H)] to

[y>(H) - ip(H)]

Proof of Proposition I :

Clearly

cp(H) cp(H)

ff2 + 1 °
ff2 4-1

eSfi

o o

Tr [ip(H) - ip(H)] lim Tr [ipn(H) - ipn(H)]

Now,

Tr
Vn(t) Vn(t)

ff2 + 1 °^ ff2 + 1

for t ^ 0

n\n 1

t J (n-l)
d^ Tri R> Rz

d*'-1 "\H2 + 1 ^2 + 1

by Lemma 2.

z -{injt)

Using the resolvent equation and (B.l), the above reduces to

/ in\« 1

oo

_!__U_ r m
z»-1 j J (X- z)2 (X2 + 1)dz"

dX
2 X |(A)

(A - z) (X2 + l)2
dX

z — - (injt)

(-1)

in —;
m

(X - z)»+1 (A2 + 1)
dX + —-I 2 A |(A)

(A - z)» (A2 + l)2
dX

-{in',t)

Differentiation in z inside the integral is allowed because the final integral is

absolutely convergent.
Then

Tr V„(t) Vn(t)

ff2 + 1 °^ ff2 + 1

2 A |(A) i^^Y^X.r i(X) I itX\—i f 2Ag(A) / itX\

We note that this expression is actually valid also for 0.
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Then

421

Tr [ipn(H) - ipn(H)]

oo

itX\ -»-i, f |(A) 2 A / itX\->f g(A)2A / *'^\-%5l

Since

j.A\-m <1

and both J | cp(t) | | | <Ö < oo, J | (p(t) | rf. < oo and also since

and

21
<1,A2 + 1

applying Fubini's theorem, we obtain

Tr [ip„(H) - ip„(H)]

J A2 + l dX\ i t <p(t) dt

t X \ »+i
t> - ^)

1(A) 2 A

(A2 + l)2
rfA

<p(t)

(*—)
rf.

and hence

7> fy(ff) - v,(ff)]

f 1(A)
J A2 + l

f f(A)2A

lim
H—> co

t cp(t)

itX\n+1

(A2 + l)2
lim
ft—¦> oo

<jp(.)

('-^)

rf.

rf.

rfA

rfA.
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That the limit n —>¦ oo can be taken inside the integral is evident from the above
argument. And now, we can again apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem
to the /-integrals to obtain

Tr \ip(H) - ip(H)]

-jyLljiteVyMdtldX

m21 ' ' e^<p(t)dt\dX
(A2 + l)2-I

f |(A) [ 1 d<pW - -IL- cp(X)] dX f |(A) yJ w U2 + 1 ^ (A2 + l)2^v J J
'(A) rfA

Since every function ip in ^(Z?1) can be written in terms of another function cp in
^(A?1) such that ip(X) cp(X)jl + A2 viz. choose cp(X) (1 + A2) ip(X), we have that

oo

Tr [ip(H) - ip(H)] f |(A) y/(A) rfA for all y e ^(fîi

Lemma 6:

Let S e Sf', the space of tempered distributions (see for example Ref. [8]) with
support in the compact interval [0, 1/5]. Then one can find another distribution
F e Sf' (with support F in the half-line [0, oo]) which is associated to S by the
transformation :

A' -^—r A > 0
X + b

Proof: Let ip be any function in Sf(Rt-). We define a C^-function cp as follows:

9(X') X'~2ip
1 ~ ,* *'

for A' > 0

0 for A' < 0

We also choose a C°°-iunction | with following properties:

I (A') 1 for 0 < A' < —
o

0 for either A' < — /a

or A' > -—h AT2

o

where /a, k2 are two positive numbers.
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Denoting cp(X') £(A') cp(X'), we observe that cp is a ^-function with support
in [— ki, (1/5) + k2]. Now the definition of F to be associated with 5 is given by
(T, ip) s (S, cp).

From the above construction, it is clear that the above definition makes sense
as a map F : Sf -^-C and the map is linear. All we are then left to verify is the
continuity of T. To do this, it suffices to show that if ipn -> 0 in ^-topology, cpn -> 0 in
^-topology. We note that cpn has support in Jt" [— ki, (1/5) + ^2] for all n.

dv
cpn(X') p any positive integersup

dX'p

X'ejf I m =-

^£(i)c^)^v
m 0 \ m ] x

^l^oU) M- dX'^^X)

((^ + b)2~y~m{(X + b)2ipn(X)}

In order to obtain the last inequality, we have used the fact that the functions
rf™ i(X')l(dX'm) (in 3) are bounded in the compact set Jt by, say, Cm(£) and also we
have used the transformation A' 1/(A +b). Since ipn -> 0 in ^-topology, the su-

premum in the last expression converges to zero as n -> 00 and hence we have the
required result.

To determine the support of the distribution T, one takes functions ip e Sf with
support in the open set A < 0. Then it follows from the construction of cp, that the
corresponding cp has support in the open set (1/5, (1/5) 4- k2) which is in the complement

of the support of the distribution S. So clearly, support T is in closed right half-
line, [0, 00].

Proof of Theorem 3 :

Let — 5 (5 > 0) be a real point in the common resolvent set of ff and ff (which is
0

possible because of the assumption on the spectra of ff and ff), then the operators
0 0

hi F_6 l/(ff 4- 5) and h2 R~b l/(ff + 5) are self-adjoint bounded operators
in Jt and also v h2 — hi e £fi(jf) (class of trace class operators).

Let cp e Sf(R1). Proceeding in a similar fashion as in the derivation of equation
(20), we conclude that

Xn(X) Cp
x +

0
(X + b)2

0 0

rfA 2 n Tr [F_„ Tr„ R-b cp(hi)]

By a series of transformations, using the intertwining property of Ü, the com-
mutativity of the trace, Q* Q I — P, and the resolvent identity, we obtain

* 1 \
Tn{X'v(TTb) °

iïl¥ dX 2nTr {R2b cp(h2) - R2b cp(h,)} P,nj (A -+- oy
0

-2nTr{R2_bcp(h2)P}Prn. (B.6)
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In the above we have also used Proposition I, where ip(X) A2 cp(X), so that

ip(h2) - ip(hx) R2b cp(h2) - R2b cp(hx) e Sfx(Jt)

We make the following transformation :

X'=+-^-r(X^O).
This maps the whole right half-line into the compact set [0, 1/5]. So far tm(A) has been
defined only for A > 0, we extend this for A < 0 by trivially defining xn(X) 0 for
A < 0.

Identifying xn(X) sn(X') for all A > 0 or equivalently A' e [0, + 1/5], we can
rewrite (B.6) as

j sn(X') cp(X') dX' 2nTr {A2 cp(h2) - h\ cp(hx)} P,n

-2nTr{h2cp(h2)P}Prn. (B.7)

Under the above change of variable, we can consistently define sn(X') 0 for A'

outside [0, 1/5], thereby obtaining
co

jsn(X')(Sn.cp) Sn(X') cp(X') dX'

- CO

2 n Tr {h\ cp(h2) - h\ cp(hx)} F_n - 2 n Tr {h\ cp(h2) P} Pfn (B.8)

The left hand side makes sense because we had from equation (20) the fact that
xn(X)j(X + 5)2eL1[0, oo] which implies sn(X') eF[— oo, oo]. This leads us to
conclude that sn e Sf', the space of tempered distributions.

strongly
Since Pr -*¦ 1, we can use Lemma 1 to infer the existence of the limit

11—> CO

(sn, cp) as n -> oo, for all cp e Sf(R1). Let the limit distribution be denoted as s. Then
by (B.3)

(s,cp) =2nTr [h\ cp(h2) - h\ cp(hx)] -2nTrh\ cp(h2) P
co

2njn(X')-^-(X'2 cp(X'))dX' -2n£n.tf cp(XjA (B.9)

— CO

where rj(X') is the function in Krein's theorem corresponding to the system (h2, hi)
and J is the finite family of indices denoting the eigenvectors of h%, (m, X'%) being
their multiplicities and eigenvalues respectively.

(B.9) can be rewritten as a distribution equation as

sm -2nX24v W) -2nE»i^'i2 W) (B.10)
aA iej

ô being the Dirac-delta distribution and the derivative is taken in the sense of
distribution. S(X) has support in [0, 1/5], since all sn(X') has the same support.
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From Krein's theorem (B.l) quoted in the beginning of this Appendix, we have

co

n(X')Tr [*,(*,) - R,(hi)] - J P{_ L- dX' (Imz' * 0)

and

rj(X') — limlmlndet[l + (h2 - h) Rv + ie(hi)]
n s_>o+

Let ffo > 0 and ff > - y > - 5, then sp/n [0, 1/5] and spA_ c [0, 1/(5 — y)].
So clearly n(X') 0 outside the domain [0, 1/(5 — y)]. Using the transformation
A' 1/(A -f 5) and recalling the definitions of hi and h2, the above integral representation

reduces to

Tr (Rz - Rz
n (-xW)

rfA where z —, 5
(A - z)2 z'

and we can identify n[lj(X 4- 5)] |(A) for A > — y.
In the region

*>-*>->• ^^-.^^ATT-^)-^-^-
Since, by Lemma 6, we can associate a distribution xm e Sf' with support in [0, oo]
corresponding to s,Xy with support in [0, 1/5], we can write

T(A) 2.r^p-+2.r Ymd(Xi). (B.10')
dX vtj:

Though the right hand side has support in A > — y the distribution x-x) has

support in A > 0 only. This implies that the restriction of the distribution

{-jri(X)+£nià(Xi)) to -y<X<0
is identically vanishing, thus allowing us to conclude that

x(}.)=2nâ^+2nE^à(Xi), (B.ll)

where J" is the family of eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues of ff.
Now we can use Krein-Birman's theorem as quoted before and arrive at the

following :

t(a) 2 4- Tro Ax + 2 ti V m <5(A.) (B.12)
rfA ièj+

where Ax is the phase-shift operator explained before.
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If there are no eigenstates with positive eigenvalues, then (B.ll) reduces to
Wigner's formula [9], viz.

xx=2--TroAx. (B.13)
rfA

It is also clear that if there are positive eigenvalues, then the particle is trapped
in the scattering region and one expects the time-delay to be infinite. The precise
sense in which the above equations hold, turns out to be in the sense of distributions.

Remark: li V e ä'i(jt), then the above result can be proven much more easily.
In fact it is a direct consequence of Proposition I. And in that case T«(A)'s converge
directly in y'-topology (weak) to a distribution x,X). In the above case, viz., condition
(B) with further assumption on the lower bound of ff and ffo, it is easy to see that
Tm(A)'s in fact do not converge to r,X) in ^'-topology, rather they converge in a topology,

finer than ^'-topology.
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